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ABSTRACT This article elaborates a model for understanding pedagogy in online educational forums. The model identifies four key components. Intellectual engagement describes the foreground cognitive processes of collaborative learning. Communication processes operating in the background accumulate an ever richer store of shared understandings that enable the forward movement of the conversation. The collaborative process requires a moderator to coordinate communication and learning in a group. The moderator in online education is usually a teacher, who shares knowledge in the process of leading discussion. Finally, a successful discussion generates intrinsic motivations to participate, which keep the discussion going. This framework is designed to bring out the complexity of online discussion and to provide a basis for advising teachers, and evaluating applications and software.

Introduction
In this introduction we will characterize the problem of online pedagogy in terms of an ideal of effective discussion we call ‘engaged collaborative discourse’. The methodology employed in this article is also laid out in this section.

Context and Purpose of the Study
Most of the new tools and practices employed in online education are electronically mediated versions of familiar pedagogical techniques. This is true of online discussion in asynchronous web forums, an activity that resembles face-to-face classroom discussion. However, there are significant differences between written and oral forms of engaged collaborative discourse. The first purpose of this article is to explain the implications of these differences for pedagogy in cyberspace.

As the principal form of computer-supported human interaction in online education, discussion plays a vital role, even more significant for learning than in the face-to-face classroom. Commonly identified benefits include more reflective discussions and wider participation. Students are often more interesting to read online than one would guess from their contributions in the classroom, where slow or shy participants are overshadowed by more facile, and not always cleverer, peers. Teachers, too, often find that they are better at leading a written discussion, with time to reflect on students’ ideas before preparing careful responses.

But managing online discussion is rather more difficult and time-consuming than might be expected on the basis of the loose analogy with the classroom. The most effective pedagogical practices are not obvious to teachers because few were students in online classes during their formative years. Furthermore, in the absence of clear guidelines, there is a temptation to withdraw...
from substantive engagement with the students: it is easier to remind them of the upcoming test than to understand and comment on their contributions. Teachers may be excused for adopting a passive role where they are expected to teach large online classes that are impossible to manage actively in a reasonable time frame. Addressing these problems requires a better understanding of online discussion pedagogy.

This is a considerable challenge. Online discussion is paradoxical. It consists in a flow of relatively disorganized improvisational exchanges that somehow achieve highly goal-directed, rational course agendas. Despite the apparent incoherence of online talk, participants have established norms that regain the coherence and personal character of conversational interaction (Herring, 1996, 1999). A conceptual model of this phenomenon must account for both aspects – apparent chaos and order – or rather, it must show how the one is, in fact, an aspect of the other as a process of knowledge construction that combines the informal logic of conversation with the formal rationality of academic discourse. Difficult as it is to model face-to-face discussion, its online equivalent is even more puzzling. The second purpose of this article is therefore to explain online discussion in all its complexity without simplifying it to make it fit a more coherent pattern than it in fact exhibits. For this purpose, we will draw on a number of different contributions to the theory of discourse and critical inquiry, and show how each is a partial representation of the overall process.

The pedagogical issues we will explore are situated in a larger context. Human interaction in online education has been underemphasized and undervalued by the major commercial players in the field (Hamilton & Feenberg, 2005). A decade of experience with learning management systems originally designed to showcase branded, saleable courseware has left many educators skeptical of the value of online education. Products such as WebCT and Blackboard do include web forums, but not enough attention has been paid to their design and less to training faculty to use them effectively. Perhaps a better understanding of the dynamics of learning in asynchronous forums can contribute to overcoming this bias and refocus efforts in online education on the teacher–student relationship.

In summary, this is a conceptual article that contributes to the study of the dynamics of engaged collaborative discourse in computer conferencing. We present an overview of the complexity of online discussion, followed by detailed description of the four layers of engaged collaborative discourse and a model of their relations.

The Complexity of Online Discussion

By ‘engaged collaborative discourse’ we mean group dialogue in pursuit of shared understanding and convergence. The term ‘engaged’ is used here to emphasize that the participants interact with each other around substantive issues. In our view, engaged collaborative discourse is the best use of online forums for educational purposes. It should play a significant role in both blended and distance learning. However, we do not claim that it is the typical or standard practice of online educators and learners. It is a challenging and time-consuming activity for teachers and students, but well worth the effort.

Like its face-to-face counterpart, online discussion seamlessly combines many speech acts in each utterance. For example, acknowledging receipt of a message carries at least two different kinds of information back to the writer: information about the material process of communication – the message got through – and information about the human relations of communication – someone noticed the message and judged it acceptable. If the exchange is semantically rich enough, content-related information may also be conveyed by the response, advancing the communication process in which the interlocutors are engaged. These interactions have a further dynamic import: writing a message that is delivered and accepted encourages further activity in the forum. Such condensations of discursive functions are no exception to the rule – on the contrary, they are typical of the multilayered complexity of human communication.

In education, the complexity has an additional layer not usually found in other contexts, i.e. the construction of knowledge through intellectual exchange in a pedagogical community. The social relations of communication are entangled with the learning process in ways that, though
difficult to analyse, are grasped to some degree intuitively by teachers and students, who draw on a lifetime of educational experience.

The educational literature does not always reflect this entanglement of human communication. Much of the existing work classifies different communicative actions into one category or another depending upon whether the interpreter focuses on the social, instructional, or cognitive aspects of discourse. In fact, utterances often serve multiple purposes, which can be distinguished analytically. We identify four such layers of communicative interaction in online discussion. They are (1) intellectual engagement, (2) communication and common ground, (3) dialogue and motivation, and (4) group dynamics and leadership. Analytical distinctions such as those we make here are invaluable for understanding the complexity of phenomena; however, they do not always correspond to neat distinctions in reality. The important thing is to grasp the relationship between the multiple aspects of the same phenomenon and see clearly the interplay between them all.

In the pages that follow, we discuss the four pedagogically significant layers of online educational discourse in the light of a wide range of studies of different aspects of human communication and learning. None of these studies exhaustively describe all aspects of their complex object. Some aspects have received more attention than others, with a consequent overemphasis we hope to correct here.

**Intellectual engagement.** Intellectual engagement consists in presenting examples, elaborating arguments, criticizing views, defining terms, applying concepts, and so on. These explicit performances form what we call the ‘foreground process’. It presupposes implicit background understandings previously established in the communication process or brought to it from the common cultural heritage of the participants. The process of intellectual engagement breaks down into a series of phases as participants in dialogue work toward a shared understanding of the issues, if not necessarily general agreement. The progressive development of online discussions through logically connected stages is more thoroughly studied in the literature on critical thinking than other aspects of discussion pedagogy, perhaps because we have well-established ideas about rationality that appeal to common sense, and especially to teachers. But the conventional view of rationality is increasingly challenged as excessively formalistic in fields as diverse as science studies and human–computer interaction (Lynch, 1993). We can nevertheless learn something useful from this literature about how teachers and students, relying on their own notions of rationality, work toward ends they recognize as educationally valid.

**Communication and common ground.** This is an undertheorized aspect of the study of online education. All discussion, whether online or face-to-face, must proceed on the basis of shared assumptions – a ‘common ground’ that serves in the background as a basis for mutual understanding. The concepts, assumptions, and methods of argument operative in the foreground discussion are drawn from this common ground. In the course of successful discussion, the common ground is continuously enlarged and its enlargement verified through a variety of speech acts studied by conversation analysis. Each enlargement authorizes a further advance of the discussion agenda. The improvisations and negotiations in which this process consists are not easily modelled in the rationalistic terms of pedagogical theory, but they have been studied in the context of everyday conversation. We will adapt the lessons of conversation analysis to the rather different online environment.

**Dialogue and motivation.** Online discussion forums constitute written dialogues and share many characteristics with face-to-face dialogue. Dialogic pedagogy goes back at least to Socrates, who led students through appropriate questions to a conclusion they arrived at for themselves. Like a game with alternating moves, dialogic inquiry generates intrinsic motives for participation. These include surprise, suspense, and a sense of accomplishment. We look at these motives from the perspective of dialogical process rather than that of individual participants who join an online discussion for various reasons (for example, desire to learn or to get academic credit) from their offline life. Little attention has been paid in the literature to these motives and their vital importance for the maintenance of the dialogue. This is a gap in the theory of engaged collaborative discourse we will begin to fill here.
Group dynamics and leadership. Group dynamics proceed through the familiar stages of getting acquainted, testing partners’ goodwill, building familiarity and trust, and bonding around shared tasks, experiences and crises. These sociological aspects of online discussion have been thoroughly discussed in the existing literature and we will not examine them here (Gunawardena, 1995; Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Rourke et al, 1999; Rourke, 2000). Instead, we will focus on moderating, the leadership role generally assigned to the teacher though often shared by participants in discussion pedagogy. The dispersion of the participants in space and time, and the absence of tacit cues pose special problems that are solved through active leadership. The use of the term ‘leadership’ here is not in the sense of social psychology, where leadership is usually related to management of organization, but rather refers to the process of facilitating or guiding a collaborative learning process through dialogue. We have, in fact, used the terms ‘leadership’ and ‘moderation’ interchangeably. Thus, to lead, in the context of this article, is to initiate and sustain dialogue, and mediate students’ learning through the use of a set of moderating functions, which we will discuss in a later section.

Our model of engaged collaborative discourse describes the relations between these four layers. Figure 1 illustrates the model. The two basic processes are intellectual engagement and communication. Communication leads to the enlargement of the common ground, represented in the diagram by the gradually enlarged ovals. Intellectual engagement leads to conceptual change for individuals and gradual convergence for the group. Moderating functions mediate between the two. Suspense, surprise, and the sense of accomplishment lead to absorption. These intrinsic motives for participation, sustained by moderating functions, stimulate communication and intellectual engagement. The arrows linking the four components signify the relationships between them.

Cognitive Aspects

The following three sections develop a model of the cognitive processes through which students construct disciplinary knowledge on the basis of interaction with each other and the teacher.
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Intellectual Engagement

The goals of intellectual engagement through collaborative discourse are to achieve convergence at the group level and conceptual change at the individual level. These two outcomes are connected: individual members acquire new concepts and achieve conceptual change through deliberate co-construction of knowledge in the group. This combined process conforms with our understanding of learning since Vygotsky (1962). Developments in cognitive theory, learning theory, and philosophy of science increasingly emphasize the social, cultural, and distributed nature of cognition (Hutchins, 1991, 1995; Oatley, 1991; Kitcher, 1993; Pea, 1993).

Roschelle (1996) argues that the crux of collaboration is the struggle for convergence through conceptual change. Convergence requires the sharing of common and differing views, the negotiation of different levels of understanding, visiting and revisiting different horizons, and the gradual fusion of them all (Gadamer, 1982). Research in conversation analysis (for example, Levinson, 1983; Goodwin & Heritage, 1990) explains how students collaboratively construct increasingly sophisticated approximations to scientific concepts. Roschelle (1996) identifies democratic participation, intellectual progress, and gradual convergence as the basic practices of social inquiry that enable scientists to undergo conceptual change. He concludes that in the course of collaborative conversational interaction, students develop their own concepts through practices of inquiry similar to those employed by scientific communities.

The concept of convergence raises some significant questions. The usual understanding of the term suggests explicit agreement. This is surely appropriate in a task-oriented group which must reach and implement decisions. Consensus is also a valid pedagogical objective where the material taught consists of facts or scientific theories. However, consensus may be too much to hope for in many discussions in the humanities and social sciences, although some degree of understanding of others’ views is usually achievable (Burbules, 1993).

The goal here is to enable the students to grasp the terms of a controversy rigorously, informed by a disciplinary context and concepts. The pursuit of this sort of convergence is heuristic rather than substantive. Thus, it is commonplace for teachers to conclude a discussion before everyone is in agreement, once the back and forth of argument has brought out the various positions clearly. This is a pedagogically valid procedure, where the aim of education is individual enlightenment rather than practical decision making or induction into a scientific profession.

Recent educational literature has adopted the premise that successful educational experience must take account of both the learner’s personal world and the shared surrounding world. Social context greatly affects the process and outcome of learning. Lipman (1991) notes that a community of inquiry promotes critical thinking. Garrison & Archer’s (2000) collaborative constructivism shows that education involves the complementary activities of individual meaning construction and social enculturation.

If learning necessarily involves the two complementary activities of group interaction and personal reflection, how might computer conferencing facilitate and support it? To answer this question, we briefly survey the recent literature on dialogue in teaching and critical inquiry.

A variety of contemporary authors have also discussed the pedagogical implications of dialogue. Burbules (1993) identifies four types of dialogue used in teaching: as conversation, as inquiry, as debate, and as instruction (p. 112). Gadamer (1982, pp. 273-274, 337, 358) considers dialogue as the primary process through which people achieve mutual understanding. The acquisition of knowledge involves reflecting on different cognitive horizons, leading to conceptual change through the fusion of one’s own horizon with that of others. In the educational process, fusion is supposed to enlarge the students’ horizon to encompass elements of a disciplinary tradition. Bruffee (1999) asserts that college and university teaching is about negotiation at the boundaries between the members of knowledge communities and students who want to join. The professors’ task is to link students’ horizons to their intended knowledge communities.

One major goal of online dialogue is to promote critical inquiry (also known as critical thinking) and deep learning (Newman et al, 1997). Critical inquiry is usually described as a process of achieving understanding through logical inquiry or reasoning, critical evaluation, problem solving, and rational decision making. Kanuka & Kreber’s (1999) study failed to show a relationship between instructional methods and high levels of knowledge construction in the online environment. However, the results of a later study by Kanuka (2005) support the position that text-
based Internet communication technologies can facilitate effective learning through the use of certain instructional strategies, resulting in the ability to facilitate higher levels of learning.

Garrison (1991) outlines a five-stage model of critical thinking applied to problem solving in adult learning. The five stages include problem identification, definition, exploration, applicability, and integration. These stages describe the process of initiating interest in a problem; defining problem boundaries; identifying ends and means; exploring, developing, comparing, and structuring new ideas and solutions; critical assessment of ideas; and, finally, acting upon these understandings to validate knowledge. Garrison’s model serves as a basis for some important later studies.

Based on Garrison’s original model, a recent study by Garrison et al (2001) defines four phases of critical inquiry in computer conferencing: triggering event, exploration, integration, and resolution. The triggering event is an issue or problem presented for discussion. Next, the discussion enters the exploration phase, in which the participants shift between individual reflective thinking and public discourse in the group; this phase is characterized by information exchange, brainstorming, questioning, and clarifying. The third phase is integration, described as meaning construction based on the ideas generated in the exploration phase. Integration is characterized by assessing, connecting, and synthesizing of ideas and creating solutions. The inquiry concludes with a resolution phase, in which the participants implement proposed solutions or test hypotheses by means of practical applications or thought experiments. Participants often continue consensus building in this phase until ready to move on to a new theme, which starts a new round of four-phase critical inquiry.

Another noted study by Gunawardena et al (1997) identifies five typical phases of negotiation and knowledge co-construction in an online debate among a large group of distance education professionals. The five phases are sharing/comparing of information, discovery of dissonance and insistency, negotiation of meaning and co-construction of knowledge, testing and modification of the proposed synthesis, and agreement/application of newly constructed meanings. In phase one, participants identify problems, state agreement and disagreement, provide supporting examples, and clarify statements through questions and answers. In phase two, areas of disagreement are identified and clarified. In phase three, participants negotiate agreement and compromise, and propose integration of metaphors. In phase four, participants test a proposed synthesis against existing cognitive schemas, data, and testimony. In phase five, participants summarize agreement, apply knowledge, and illustrate change through metacognitive statements.

The above three models of Garrison (1991), Garrison et al (2001), and Gunawardena et al (1997) represent online knowledge construction as a developmental, incremental, and iterative process. Even though the models differ slightly, each depicts a beginning, middle, and end, with each phase marking an advance toward increasing intellectual complexity as the group moves from divergence to convergence and the individual members achieve deeper understanding. Thus, despite the differences between them, they describe the same general process of development from the loosely connected ‘small talk’ of the outset, to joint discussion of a shared theme, to the resolution of disagreements in a convergent conclusion.

We must next clarify the underlying cognitive condition of group interaction, through which individuals establish a common ground of meanings and cognitive tools enabling joint discourse. Indeed, unless the individuals grasp each others’ thoughts and feelings, and share a common language, they cannot work together productively. These understandings are often operative in conversation without necessarily appearing as themes of discussion. By contrast, convergence occurs when the group arrives at a single point of view on a subject matter through explicitly articulated argument. Convergence, as mutual agreement or consensus, presupposes the more fundamental level of shared language and assumptions employed in the discussion, but it is not identical with this enabling background. The achievement of this sort of community of thought and feeling does not conform to the models of intellectual engagement, but has its own far less logical procedures, which we consider in the next section.
Communication and Common Ground

Online talk consists of many almost invisible background processes that enable communication to flow. These processes have been largely overlooked in educational theory in the concentration on intellectual exchange, in which interlocutors propose ideas and factual assertions, and argue more or less logically about their validity. But this foreground process is only possible because an already established common ground of shared pre-existing assumptions enables communication in the first place. This is the overlooked basis of online talk.

Stalnaker (1978) describes it this way:

Roughly speaking, the presuppositions of a speaker are the propositions whose truth he takes for granted as part of the background of the conversation. Presuppositions are what is taken by the speaker to be the common ground of the participants in the conversation, what is treated as the common knowledge or mutual knowledge. (Stalnaker, 1978, p. 320)

How does conversation enlarge this common ground? According to Clark & Schaefer (1989), conversations are highly coordinated activities that consist of collective performances by the participants working together. Such performances include the efforts of the current speaker to make sure he or she is attended to, heard, and understood by the other participants; they, in turn, must let the speaker know when he or she has succeeded or failed. Understood on these terms, the communication process is not reducible to a logical sequence of propositions. It is a social process in which contingent interactions, improvisations, and negotiations over meaning continually produce the basis for further interaction. The surface logic of educational dialogue is underpinned by a very different pattern of communicative exchange, which makes sense, to be sure, but only contextually and as a temporally unfolding process.

In Clark & Schaefer’s model (1989), a ‘contribution to discourse’ (CTD) is defined as a unit of conversation that consists of content specification and content grounding. In content specification, the contributor presents a contribution and the partners register it. Content grounding, or simply ‘grounding’, is the process in which the contributor and the partners establish the mutual belief that understanding has been achieved. Thus, contributions to discourse consist of two essential phases: presentation and acceptance. It is only through carrying out both phases successfully that the participants collectively build their common ground.

To support their CTD model, Clark & Schaefer (1989, p. 267) identify five main types of evidence of understanding or acceptance. A is the presenter and B is the receiver:

1. Continued attention: B shows he or she is continuing to attend and therefore remains satisfied with A’s presentation.
2. Initiation of relevant next contribution: B starts on the next contribution that would be relevant, at a level as high as the current one.
3. Acknowledgement: B nods or says ‘uh huh’, ‘yeah’, or the like.
4. Demonstration: B demonstrates all or part of what he or she has understood A to mean.
5. Display: B displays verbatim all or part of A’s presentation.

These types of evidence are ranked roughly from the weakest to the strongest. Continued attention or initiation of relevant next contribution offer the least evidence of understanding. Acknowledgement, demonstration, and display each offer increasingly strong evidence of understanding.

‘Repair’ is an essential discursive subprocess, which consists of correcting misunderstandings. It is important to meaning making and a necessary ingredient in Clark & Schaefer’s (1989) model. To achieve grounding consistently, the participants must not only repair any trouble they encounter, but also take positive steps to establish understanding and avoid misunderstanding in the first place. This is more difficult online than face-to-face.

With significant modifications, the CTD model suggests a framework for analysing discourse in computer conferencing. First, the model is based on the simplest case of a conversation between two participants. The process of many-to-many discourse, real time or asynchronous, face-to-face or online, is far more complex since understanding is reached gradually between an increasing number of participants. Group discussion in education therefore relies on a moderator to ensure proper turn-taking and keep the process advancing in the right direction. This role is performed through the exercise of what we call ‘moderating functions’, which will be discussed in detail in a
later section. Second, the CTD model describes face-to-face conversation. Online, without visual and verbal cues, and with participants communicating asynchronously, the troubles that call for repair may not be identified promptly. Repair, therefore, also calls for the exercise of online leadership to ensure the proper flow of the discussion. Third, almost all the examples given to illustrate the CTD model are drawn from brief, trivial daily conversations. Engaged collaborative discourse concerns deep, structured meanings related to a definite subject matter and explored over a considerable period. While the fundamental processes of the CTD model hold for this type of discourse, it is necessarily somewhat different in structure. Finally, even though the basic concept of presentation and acceptance holds, not all the evidences of understanding identified in the CTD model apply to computer conferencing, hence their relative strength is modified. Let us examine the five types of evidence in this context.

Continued attention in a face-to-face conversation tells the presenter A that the receiver B has understood what A has said; silence signifies that A can be confident of having succeeded for current purposes and should continue with the presentation. However, silence online is often a puzzle for the presenter – a source of communication anxiety (Feenberg, 1989). It is not clear whether it signifies agreement, polite disapprobation, indifference, or perhaps even complete absence from the conference. Only explicit evidence of understanding counts online.

For different reasons, display is less effective online than face-to-face. Displaying or repeating the contributor’s exact words does not by itself show comprehension, since all text may be mechanically retrieved. In fact, display offers no stronger evidence than cursory explicit acknowledgement, such as the use of the reply function to attach the grounding message to its corresponding presentation. Thus, the weakest forms of acceptance are acknowledgement and display rather than continued attention, which plays no role at all online.

Initiation of a relevant next contribution can supply valid evidence online, albeit less effectively than in face-to-face conversation. The problem is timing. Conversation analysis implicitly assumes the synchronicity of face-to-face talk. It is obvious in this context that the relevant next contribution must be spoken within a short period of time to count as acceptance. Beyond this short period it will appear as another original presentation. Since these effects of timing cannot be unambiguously achieved in asynchronous discourse online, this form of acceptance is not always successful.

The strongest evidence of understanding online, the only one that is really unambiguous, is reformulating the contributor’s presentation in the interlocutor’s own words or correctly applying learned concepts in new situations. This places a considerable burden on the interlocutors: they must interact explicitly around the content of each other’s messages to be assured of mutual understanding. But this burden is a useful one in education – the more deeply the participants interact, the more successful they will be in advancing the agenda of the course and achieving individual conceptual change.

Traditional conversation analysis yields many valuable insights into the process of face-to-face talk. Recently, it has become a highly relevant qualitative research approach for examining educational phenomena related to computer-mediated discourse (Mazur, 2003). Mazur’s (2003) comprehensive article in the Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and Technology explores the theoretical and methodological issues of researching the structures, processes, and meaning of online talk. With the modifications suggested in this article, the insights we have identified can be applied to understanding the production of the common ground of online groups.

Considered dynamically, the three models of collaborative discourse and critical inquiry presented previously suggest a progressive development, in which the end of each cycle of learning becomes the beginning of the next cycle. The CTD model offers insight into this process: communication deepens through a series of attempts to explain, verify, repair, and confirm the subject of discussion; each cycle begins with an enlarged common ground resulting from the shared understanding and group convergence so far achieved. New knowledge artefacts are shared within the group at the end of each cycle of dialogue; these shared objects must be appropriated by the individuals for them to engage in the collaborative activities of the next cycle. Intellectual engagement draws on the common ground in the process of sharing, questioning, negotiating, testing, and synthesizing knowledge.
Relation between Intellectual and Communicative Processes

We turn now to the relation between this background process and the foreground process of intellectual engagement.

In order to describe intellectual engagement and the many-to-many communication process, we present a three-phase discourse model that takes into account the complexity of building common ground and shared understanding in a group (see Figure 2). We call these phases ‘topic initiating’, ‘multi-logue’, and ‘common-logue’. Each phase has foreground and background aspects. Intellectual engagement constitutes the foreground, which enables individual conceptual change and group convergence. Communication processes constitute the background, which builds common ground as shared understandings are deployed in discussion.
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Figure 2. Processes of intellectual engagement and communication of engaged collaborative discourse.

In this figure, squares represent participants, circles represent contributions, and ovals the common ground. The overlapping circles in the last stage represent the partial convergence achieved through the discussion.

Although we present intellectual engagement and communication as developmental processes that go through phases from beginning, middle to end, we do not mean to imply that online discussion typically follows a neat linear process. What we are trying to describe is a general development trend that depends on the will of students and teachers to proceed more or less methodically toward some sort of shared conclusion. However, like everyday conversation in a group, online discussion is an iterative process with frequent digressions. There are often setbacks in local areas or in various subprocesses. Moderating strives to repair problems, making it possible for individuals and the group to move forward. As more and more common ground is established, convergence on substantive issues is more likely to take place, but it does not necessarily stop the flow of conversation. Often, new questions are raised, new directions emerge, and the participants move on to new engagements. Later, they may come back and revisit the consensus they reached earlier, expand or deepen the collective understanding of the issues they dealt with, and from there move forward again. Below we describe the model in more detail.

**Phase one: topic initiating.**

*Foreground:* during the initial phase, a topic (for example, a problem or an issue) is proposed for discussion and individual participants respond by presenting their own thoughts and feelings, personal observations and examples. Intellectual engagement in this early phase does not generally aim at achieving agreement, but rather at defining terms and problem boundaries, clarifying statements and context, and proposing approaches.

*Background:* it is in the course of these activities that participants begin to identify common ground among the ideas, assumptions, and experiences they have each brought to the discussion. The common ground in this phase may not extend much beyond the shared values and experiences the participants brought to the discussion from their offline lives. The scope for misunderstanding is considerable.
Contributions to the discussion in this phase have an implicit purpose, of which the participants may not be fully conscious: testing the limits of shared understanding to establish the initial common ground of the group. By the end of this phase, participants should have the feeling that they can deploy some basic concepts without being misunderstood. Equal access and distributed participation are essential in the initiating phase, so that as many participants as possible can engage in this process of testing basic understandings.

Phase two: multi-logue.

Foreground: the process of intellectual engagement in this phase leads to deepened understanding of how best to resolve the problem posed in the topic-initiating phase. The multi-logue phase begins conceptual change at the individual level. Convergence of opinion among informal subgroups is forming gradually and, on at least some issues, consensus is reached among the group as a whole. Discussion is advanced as the teacher introduces disciplinary concepts and methods, and tests understanding of these new ideas. During this second phase, the participants agree and disagree, clarify and elaborate, reflect and organize, and attempt to justify ideas, positions, and solutions put forth in the preceding phase. Observations, ideas, and solutions are verified and consolidated.

Background: corresponding to these activities, the common ground is enlarged in uneven patterns throughout the group. In this phase, individuals' horizons are considered and challenged, sometimes strengthened, sometimes broken down, but eventually extended. Elements of the disciplinary tradition are absorbed into this process and offer newly constructed understandings. This process consists of many rounds of presentations and acceptances, as defined by Clark & Schaefer (1989). But despite the apparent linearity of their model in our simplified presentation above, the multi-logue does not necessarily follow a smooth path. In computer conferencing, one often observes multiple concurrent presentations and acceptances, or complex sequences of presentations, rejections, repairs, and then acceptances. By the end of this phase, understandings going well beyond the initial common ground are established within the group as a whole.

Phase three: common-logue.

Foreground: once the group is equipped with considerable shared knowledge artefacts and has clarified the terms of its discourse, a new phase of intellectual engagement can begin. This phase leads to relative convergence on a decision and/or solution through synthesis and integration of established arguments on the basis of the common ground. As we have seen, in some fields, the pursuit of agreement is more important than its achievement. It is this process that finally leads individual learners to conceptual change and the acquisition of new knowledge.

Background: this, then, is the final phase, which leads to a general ‘fusion of horizons’, embracing both the individual students and the disciplinary tradition represented by the teacher (Gadamer, 1982). In this phase, the common ground is extended to embrace the entire group in the course of deploying the existing shared cognitive resources to resolve the issues at hand. Even where not everyone comes to the same conclusions, learning takes place in the process of discussion of differences. Shared understanding rather than unanimous agreement is thus another possible outcome of the ‘fusion of horizons’.

As this description shows, the two basic processes – intellectual engagement and communication – are intertwined and inseparable. They are aspects of one and the same process of online discussion. In the foreground, the group strives for conceptual change and convergence. In the background, participants sustain the discourse and build its common ground. The common ground is a resource which supplies shared knowledge artefacts that the participants employ in articulating their positions and developing solutions. In turn, the results of knowledge construction get deposited in the background and contribute to the common ground mobilized in the next stage of the discussion. This reciprocal interaction forms a mutually supporting system as the outcomes of communication aid the process of knowledge construction, and vice versa.
Social Aspects

Here, we discuss online leadership and motivation, the social aspects of engaged collaborative discourse that are most challenging for teachers. We identify motivations to learn that are generated by the dynamics of discussion, and show how effective moderating can help to sustain the conversation and advance it toward pedagogical objectives.

Dialogue and Motivation

In the Meno, Socrates takes a slave boy through the steps of a geometric proof. The dialogue exemplifies a pedagogical approach which works by questioning the learner at just the level of difficulty that is appropriate to his or her current understanding. The student is helped to make active mental connections, often called ‘knowledge construction’ by educational theorists, without forced and premature conceptual leaps.

In order to question at the right level of difficulty, the teacher must assess the gap between the ‘actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving’ and the ‘level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers’ (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Vygotsky defines this gap as the ‘zone of proximal development’. Learning involves the teacher in dialogue with the student building up levels of support appropriate to the student’s state of readiness, which can be gradually withdrawn as understanding of the subject matter matures. This is described as ‘scaffolding’ (Wood, 1999).

The interactions involved in this process can be explained in hermeneutic terms. We have previously mentioned Gadamer’s (1982) notion of ‘fusion of horizons’. Each person has ‘pre-understandings’ which open a perspective on the world. We inhabit our viewpoint much as we do our body. It is not normally an object for us, but is that through which we have objects. For this reason, Gadamer calls the perspective that is ours a ‘horizon’, ‘under’ which we encounter the world and others. A horizon is not a closed barrier to further understanding. In every true conversation, one opens up to the others’ point of view, the horizon under which they perceive and conceive the world. The acquisition of knowledge involves reflecting on these other cognitive horizons, leading to conceptual change through the fusion of one’s own horizon with that of another person.

If that person possesses disciplinary knowledge, the fusion is what we call ‘academic learning’. In education, fusion is supposed to enlarge the student’s horizon to encompass elements of a disciplinary tradition. This fusion can only take place in Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development. Note that this is not quite the same thing as learning a new fact or definition of a word. It is one thing to memorize the formula ‘distance = velocity x time’, but it is more important to be able to understand and use it. The formula must be enacted rather than merely known. Enlarging the horizon in education means passing from superficial knowing to operative, enacted knowing. Online discussions are thus collaborative learning tasks that succeed when they generate discourse in which students gain fluency in a new language that embodies the culture of the discipline into which they are entering. The teacher, too, may be changed through discovering new ways of explaining and understanding the tradition in the course of teaching it. When this is accomplished in a group, its shared horizon is enlarged. This is another way of describing the growth of the common ground.

Activity in the zone of proximal development is arduous, but emotionally rewarding. Similarly, dialogue is not merely a cognitive process, but involves the whole person. Everyone who has participated in a lively discussion recalls the excitement of interaction and discovery, which stimulates an unusually high degree of alertness and involvement. This is no less true online, where the excitement generated by the discussion is even more essential to maintaining participation than in face-to-face dialogue. We call the motivations arising from the nature of dialogue ‘intrinsic’, in contrast to such extrinsic motivations as a requirement to participate. Intrinsic motivations include the suspense provoked by waiting for responses, the surprise of unexpected interventions, and the sense of accomplishment that comes from recognition by others and the successful grasp of new ideas.
Sports and games offer metaphors for the peculiar sociability sustained by these motivations. The players aim at a goal external to the play, such as winning, but at each round of play their moves are provoked by and provoke responses for intrinsic reasons, such as the excitement of taking the ball away from an adversary. The game consists in the back and forth of move and countermove with winning as the horizon under which the interactions take place. In reality, dialogue resembles relaxed volleying rather than a serious match. One wants one’s volleys returned and the aim is not winning but improving one’s game. Similarly, each message in educational dialogue fulfills a double goal: to communicate a content and to evoke further response. The true pleasure of ‘playing’ at online discussion consists in making moves that keep others playing (Feenberg, 1989; Feenberg & Xin, 2002).

Erving Goffman (1961) employs the terms ‘absorption’ and ‘engrossment’ to describe the force that draws people into a game. Collaborative discourse online has a comparable fascination. The unfolding logic of a discussion engages us to the point where we are completely absorbed in the action and eagerly anticipate the next move. Engrossment is due to the enjoyment of the process of dialogue for its own sake. What enables online community in education is not so much bonds of sentiment formed from personal intimacies, but the deeply satisfying pleasure of engrossment in a dialogue game. This, in turn, creates the emotional bond of community (Xin, 2002). More often than not, where the online discussion is unsuccessful, this too can be explained in terms of the game metaphor: the ‘players’ have failed to get into the spirit of the game and view it ironically or merely instrumentally.

Effective leadership by a moderator is essential to keep the participants absorbed and the game going. The moderator defines and models communication and behavioural norms that function as the equivalent of the rules of play. The moderator must continually ensure that these norms are observed to safeguard the flow of the discussion. Although rules are essential for a real game, they are only a means to an end in educational dialogue. Real-life practices such as education are often beyond the capacity of any set of rules to capture. Sustaining an enjoyable and meaningful discussion is the heart of the matter. The moderator must learn to ‘hang loose’, be flexible about the rules, and sensitive to the dynamics of the discussion. We will have more to say about moderating in the next section.

Group Dynamics and Leadership

For years, there has been a demand for a shift from teacher-centered to student-centered learning. This is best characterized in the popular slogan calling for the teacher to be ‘a guide on the side’ instead of ‘a sage on the stage’. Many educators celebrate computer conferencing as an ideal environment for implementing student-centered learning.

But can a facilitator who remains on the sidelines achieve the goals of education? Dewey (1938, pp. 62-64), who is often identified with the student-centered approach, eloquently argues that ‘the mere removal of external control’ cannot guarantee ‘the production of self-control’. Learning occurs, Dewey believes, when teachers exercise control indirectly through ‘work done as a social enterprise in which all individuals have an opportunity to contribute and to which all feel a responsibility’ (p. 56). Similarly, neo-Vygotskians believe that individual learners construct conceptual knowledge through guided instruction rather than independent exploration alone (Merrill, 1992; Kozulin, 2003). This concern applies particularly online, where the communication process is fragile and unfamiliar to both teachers and students. Because of this, scholars and teachers have recognized that leadership is essential in achieving effective discourse (Hiltz & Turoff, 1978; Berge, 1995; Rossman, 1999; Feenberg, 2000; Anderson et al, 2001).

Having said this, we need to forestall a possible misunderstanding. By leadership we do not intend a one-sided emphasis on the authority of the teacher. Leadership activities in any group, including online classes, can be more or less shared among the members. Of course, students expect teachers to play the main leadership role, and this is usually necessary for successful teaching. However, discussion classes work best when many participants lead in small ways under the general direction of the teacher.

Some of the most important functions of leadership include making participants feel welcome, introducing them to each other, encouraging them to work together harmoniously,
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resolving personal conflicts or misunderstandings. These functions are common to all task-oriented groups, whether online or offline. However, education involves specific activities that combine social and cognitive functions of leadership. We will focus on these activities here.

Extensive disciplinary knowledge differentiates teachers from students. In this respect, there is little difference between teaching in a classroom and teaching online. However, there is a considerable difference in how that knowledge is communicated in the two settings. In the classroom, it is possible to lecture for shorter or longer periods to good effect. But online, what is usually offered as the equivalent of a lecture is simply a reading assignment or a movie. The teacher must introduce disciplinary knowledge to the class using computer conferences or web forums instead of lecturing. But how can the teacher intervene in the online conference without interrupting the flow of the discussion? The best way to do this is not obvious, but requires conscious pedagogical choice.

Teachers often introduce too much or too little content to sustain the discussion. Too much content turns the discussion into a lecture. In the classroom, the lecturer must perform and entertain to hold students’ attention. Even though it is a one-man show, much interaction between the lecturer and the audience takes place through implicit non-verbal communication. Online, excessive presentation by the teacher leaves little chance for the content to be absorbed through negotiation and often prevents students from contributing.

On the other end of the spectrum, if the teacher introduces too little content, he or she ends up behaving like a student or withdrawing from the discussion. In either case, the students either stop talking altogether or carry on a ‘bull session’, in which they simply converse according to the whim of the moment and ramble from topic to topic. However interesting and informative such bull sessions may be, students lose the opportunity to be introduced to the disciplinary tradition of the teacher’s knowledge community.

In order to be effective in online discussion, the teacher must be sensitive to the dynamics of the conversation, inject expert knowledge when appropriate, and connect students’ contributions to the field. These tasks must be interwoven with the social and communicative functions of moderating.

Several studies provide insights into moderating. Feenberg (1989) emphasizes the differences between online and face-to-face discussion from a communication-theoretic perspective and highlights the specific communicative performances that belong to the online moderating role. He argues that managing a successful conference requires strong, but not overbearing, leadership through complex communicative interventions. His early article defines a set of moderating functions and classifies them under three categories:

1. **Contextualizing functions**: these functions provide a shared framework of rules, roles, and expectations for the group.
2. **Monitoring functions**: these functions help participants know if they have successfully followed the group’s norms and fulfilled the expectations laid down for them.
3. **Meta-functions**: these functions are to do with the management of process and content, and include such activities as repairing communication links, summarizing the results of intellectual engagement, and assigning specific roles to participants.

Berge (1995) has proposed a widely used classification of facilitating activities under four categories: pedagogical, social, managerial, and technical. A more recent contribution to the literature by Anderson et al (2001) presents a model for assessing ‘teaching presence’ in online courses. Teaching presence is defined as the extent to which the participants – especially the teacher – are able to design educational experiences, facilitate discourse, and provide direct instruction. Many of the role categories in these two later studies resemble Feenberg’s (1989) moderating functions. However, these studies offer additional insights. Based on a synthesis of the three models, additions are made to Feenberg’s original scheme.

A revised version of the moderating functions is presented in Table I (Xin, 2002; Feenberg & Xin, 2003). The two-sidedness of moderating – social and cognitive – is the key to online pedagogy.
Contextualizing functions

1. **Opening discussions.** The moderator must provide an opening comment that states the theme of the discussion and establishes a communication model. The moderator may periodically contribute ‘topic raisers’ or ‘prompts’ that open further discussions within the framework of the forum’s general theme.

2. **Setting the norms.** The moderator suggests rules of procedure for the discussion. Some norms are modeled by the form and style of the moderator’s opening comments. Others are explicitly formulated in comments that set the stage for the discussion.

3. **Setting the agenda.** The moderator manages the forum over time and selects a flow of themes and topics of discussion. The moderator generally shares part, or all, of the agenda with participants at the outset.

4. **Referring.** The conference may be contextualized by referring to materials available on the Internet – for example, by hyperlinks – or offline materials such as textbooks.

Monitoring functions

5. **Recognition.** The moderator refers explicitly to participants’ comments to assure them that their contribution is valued and welcome, or to correct misapprehensions about the context of the discussion.

6. **Prompting.** The moderator addresses requests for comments to individuals or the group. Prompting includes asking questions and may be formalized as assignments or tasks. It may be carried out by private messages or through public requests in the forum.

7. **Assessing.** Participant accomplishment may be assessed by tests, review sessions, or other formal procedures.

Meta-functions

8. **Meta-commenting.** Meta-comments include remarks directed at such things as the context, norms, or agenda of the forum; or at solving problems such as lack of clarity, irrelevance, and information overload. Meta-comments play an important role in maintaining the conditions of successful communication.

9. **Weaving.** The moderator summarizes the state of the discussion and finds threads of unity in the comments of participants. Weaving recognizes the authors of the comments it weaves together, and often implicitly prompts them to continue along lines that advance the conference agenda.

10. **Delegating.** Certain moderating functions such as weaving can be assigned to individual participants to perform for a shorter or longer period.

Table 1. Summary of moderating functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderating Functions in the Dynamics of Engaged Collaborative Discourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective moderating addresses online leadership – the central problem of computer conferencing. First, as explained above, it mediates between students’ understanding of the subject matter and a disciplinary tradition so as to enable them to become members of the knowledge community they are seeking to join.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second, moderating mediates between each of the two underlying processes – communication and intellectual engagement – and enables the advance from one stage to the next. On the communication side, it sustains the social relations of communication and mutual understanding in the group. Because the messages that perform moderating functions often encapsulate cognitive contributions, the effective use of those functions fulfills an intellectual as well as a communicative role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third, on the cognitive side, communication and intellectual engagement are intertwined and inseparable. However, connecting the two processes is not always easy. Intellectual engagement depends on the common ground identified in the earlier discussion. But, as we have seen, ‘acceptance’, which is essential to the production of common ground, is more complex in a group. To promote acceptance, the moderator explicitly thematizes the common ground established by the ongoing process of intellectual engagement so the group can confidently take for granted its own shared horizon. This enables students to relate their individual horizons to those of others and guides the collective actions of the group in the next phase of intellectual engagement. Moderating thus ensures that the building of a common ground aids problem solving and convergence, while the construction of knowledge furthers the enlargement of the established common ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The moderating functions play slightly different roles in the different phases in the unfolding of the online discussion. In the topic-initiating phase, opening comments define the topics of discussion and invite the participants to share their initial observations, thoughts, and feelings. Setting norms conveys social and behavioural expectations so as to ease communication anxiety and enable participation. Setting an agenda prepares participants to contribute relevant comments to the discussion. The referring function helps to set up the context, provide the discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
materials, and familiarizes the participants with the background of the topic of discussion. In this phase, recognition is also essential for providing the participants with social support so that they feel welcome and that their initial contributions are valued. Assessing may also be performed in this phase to gather information about participants' backgrounds, their learning preference, or their prior knowledge of the subject matter. This can be done through online polling, surveys, or questionnaires.

A number of functions are applicable in the multi-logue phase. Referring, recognition, prompting, assessing, and meta-commenting are frequently employed. Recognition and prompting are probably the most exercised functions. Recognition fulfills a social and communicative role similar to responding to a raised hand in the classroom. Prompting stimulates the next move or contribution, and also helps learners to transit from one zone of proximal development to the next. These two functions often go hand in hand: the moderator first recognizes a contribution and prompts the student to advance a step further. Assessing in this phase diagnoses misconceptions and measures learning progress through quizzes, exams, or online review sessions. Weaving is a key function performed from time to time to ground the communication and put order in the discussion by synthesizing the accomplishments of the group.

Weaving is the most important function performed in the last phase of engaged collaborative discourse, the common-logue phase. It gathers the participants on the established common ground and builds consensus around decisions or resolutions on discussion topics. Assessing in this phase is often summative.

Two meta-functions – meta-commenting and delegating – are useful throughout. Meta-commenting is called upon whenever there is a weak link in communication or any threat of breakdown due to misunderstandings or uncertainty about norms. Common problems include running on too long or getting off track, failing to provide the necessary evidence of understanding, falling silent, or flaming. Besides fixing communication problems, meta-comments can solicit criticisms and complaints in order to anticipate and resolve problems before they get out of hand. The delegating function is used at any stage to assign students to take over some of the moderating functions. Students can be asked to write weaving comments or introduce topic raisers, or sub-conferences can be created with students as moderators. When the exercise of moderating functions is shared among students, conversations tend to be more engaging and result in more learning taking place (Xin, 2002).

Further Studies
This article has proposed a theoretical construct of the dynamics of engaged collaborative discourse in educational computer conferencing. Our goal is to contribute to an understanding of those practices of online teachers and students that are particularly effective in achieving pedagogical goals such as critical thinking and conceptual change. Future work will be carried out in multiple areas.

First, the model itself needs further elaboration and testing. Analytical tools for studying and evaluating online educational conferences must be developed. Second, the robust body of literature in discourse analysis and previous studies on classroom talk have produced valuable insights into learning and instruction. We need to further apply these insights to the online educational experiences. Third, this research has been carried out in conjunction with the development and testing of new software designs for asynchronous online discussion (Xin & Feenberg, 2002). The software prototype TextWeaver is available at http://www.textweaver.org. A new tool, Marginalia, inspired by TextWeaver, is available at http://www.geof.net/code/annotation. These designs support moderating functions and interactivity to improve the ability of teachers and students to work together online. We are confident that further theoretical and practical work will prove mutually enriching.
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